Abstract
Introduction
Neural networks have been applied in a large variety of situations, such as medical diagnosis, handwritten character recognition, image compression, noise filtering, broomstick balancing, automobile autopilot, nuclear power-plant control, loan application scoring, and speech processing. Neural networks have been used as function approximators, and in prediction, such as stock market forecasting. Neural networks have also been used as an alternative to analytical control algorithms for controlling chaos in various systems, including the logistic map, the Henon map and continuous systems [25, 2, 11, 27, 12] .
As the use of neural networks for critical and sophisticated problems is widened, we need to increase the reliability and predictability of neural network development. Neural network development faces two sets of problems. The first set of problems relate to tailoring generic software engineering techniques to neural network problem domains. The second set of problems relate to specific features of neural network software, such as how to test a neural network (fundamentally different to testing conventional software).
In general, practitioners are supplied with, or seek out, a large set of data from a given phenomenon. This data set is analysed and massaged to prepare it for neural network development. The data set is used to create the neural network model of the phenomena using a learning algorithm. The resulting neural network can be judged a success or failure depending on its predictive performance on the data set. However, the techniques to use to perform the analysis, the preprocessing to be performed on the data, the learning algorithm to use and so on are undefined or at least not integrated into a repeatable process.
This paper reviews the current state of affairs in neural network software development. We then examine how a process maturity framework for general software development can be applied to neural network software development in order to address the generic problems identified. To address development problems which are specific to neural network development, we examine how to extend the framework to incorporate activities such as benchmarking and testing.
As neural networks are a class of predictor, neural network development has much in common with the development of other kinds of predictors. While this work specifically targets neural network development, some of the results can be applied or extended to predictor development in general.
Current Neural Network Practice
Information regarding neural network software implementation is quite limited. However, development problems with neural network software were highlighted in competitions run in 1994 and 1997 to apply neural networks to financial forecasting. These competitions are representative of actual (not simulation) problems in the domain of neural networks, and demonstrate the capability of practitioners to build appropriate neural network software. This is quite distinct from simulation where a potential solution could be found-the emphasis was on development of industrial strength software. Nearly 40 individuals and organisations registered and received training data for the First International Nonlinear Financial Forecasting Competition (INFFC) [2] . The participants were required to:
1. Perform data analysis to design an appropriate prediction or trading system.
2. Implement, optimise and rework the original design concepts into a working system.
3. Ensure that the given implementation complied with the competitions test requirements for machine testing, independent hardware evaluation and compliance with data formats.
4. The participants were required to perform correctly in a new and independent test environment. Major concerns here were memory management, interface issues, as well as the interfaces between the neural network and other application programs.
Of the 40 entries, only 8 where able to adequately satisfy the criteria given above. Even if these numbers are not representative of actual practice, none of the entries were at a sufficient level of software quality to be considered fully developed. This demonstrates the lack of a development environment for industrial strength neural network software. If a simulator was sufficient then we could expect good results from developers. A telling conclusion of Caldwell is that irrespective of the neural network technology used, the most important aspect of the software was the development procedure: "regardless of the technology used to implement a predictor, a procedure of constant refinement during the design process appears to provide the best avenue to the development of a successful predictor.". This suggests problems in the application of SE techniques by neural network developers and the absence of specific neural network techniques. Similar conclusions to those of the INFFC were reached in the second prediction competition, held at Santa Fe [26] . Many of the entries lacked any design verification with respect to practical implementations of the prediction systems. There were no independent analyses of the operational aspects of the financial predictor designs, the integrity of the designs, nor their facility for implementation. The experiences of both competitions highlight the criticality of development processes to the quality of neural network software and the absence of a development environment. The competition demonstrates the importance of domain specific adaptation of generic processes and problem specific content. It is the role of software engineering to approach these generic process deficiencies. The adaptation of processes and the incorporation of problem specific information will be addressed later. Gent and Walsh evaluate neural network experimental practice [8] and identify weaknesses in neural network experimental evaluation.
1. a lack of software configuration management; 2. the absence of extensive independent testing in a planned objective manner;
3. infeasibility of implementation;
4. failure to collect measures regarding implementation;
5. lack of repeatability of the process.
Adya and Collopy [1] identify three criteria that should be considered when assessing any technique as it applies to any system that behaves as a predictor. This advice should be used for neural networks as well:
Forecasts from a proposed model should perform at least as well as some well-accepted reference models.
2. Forecast accuracy must be verified on out-of-sample data performance.
3. A reasonable number of sample forecasts should be used for comparison of performance.
The question is how to address all of the identified problems from the different perspectives and allow for more weaknesses to be addressed in the future? The problems common to all fields of software development that have been identified above revolve around:
Testing: extensive, independent, and verifying the implementation.
Software configuration management: different machines, different software versions, and different data sets.
Design verification: ensure design is feasible before implementation.
Process repeatability: need to be able to repeat a successful process.
These problems have been discussed within the SE community and while no definitive solution has been found, much progress in addressing these problems has been made [15] . One form of this progress has been the use of software process models, one example being the Capability Maturity Model (CMM) [13] . The application of such models has led to increased productivity and improved quality control in all fields of software development (especially those identified above). Indeed, a process model enables the collection of best practice from disparate fields of software development. Also identified were specific problems related to neural network development. These problems were associated with:
Data analysis: This needs to be performed prior to design to determine if modelling of the phenomena described by the data is possible. For example, for very noisy data a clear correlation between input and output might not be possible.
Design process: There are several issues here. Firstly, the process for designing a neural network is undefined. Secondly, the design must by verified to ensure implementation is feasible. Lastly, the design process must be independent of external biases.
Implementation:
The problem is how to implement a neural network in software? This problem also ties in with whether implementation of a given design or conceptual model is feasible.
Problem specific content: At some stage the phenomena being modelled needs to be addressed and may add additional complexity to the process. For example, some specialised preprocessing techniques may be required.
Model comparison:
Need to ensure the constructed model performs as well as a baseline approach.
In order to reconcile the generic and specific problems identified a single unified process model will be used. A single process model centralises all the required information for practioners into a single location. For example, if SE techniques are needed, a non-SE developer can find them easily. One way to develop a process model is to look and adapt another SE process model. An example is the CMM, which can be modified to incorporate steps to address the problems identified. In order to be useful to practitioners this process model must gradually improve performance rather than radically alter the way practitioners work. Neural network software development requires further process definition and tool support before it can be classified as an engineering discipline such as software engineering. If such progress occurs within a systematic and well defined process model, the results can be more easily collected and shared. In the same way that other software developers are addressing deficiencies in development through process models, neural network researchers need to do the same to achieve a disciplined status. The problems identified suggests that the development of a process model is possible and necessary for the creation of quality neural network software.
A Brief Review of CMM
The basic premise of the CMM is incremental improvement in software development processes. The CMM was designed to guide software developers in selecting process improvement strategies by determining current process maturity and identifying the issues most critical to improving the development process. Each level of the framework stabilises an important aspect of the software development process. As the process becomes more stable, the consumption of resources and the resulting properties of the software becomes more predictable. Empirical evidence shows that such process improvements lead to improved quality and productivity in creating software [16, 23, 24] .
At the initial level of the CMM, software processes are generally improvised by practitioners during the course of the project. Even if a software process has been specified, it is not rigorously followed or enforced. Schedules and budgets are routinely exceeded because they are not based on realistic estimates. When hard deadlines are imposed, product functionality and quality are often compromised to meet the schedule. In an immature process, there is no objective basis for judging product quality or for solving product or process problems. Therefore product quality is difficult to predict. Activities intended to enhance quality are often curtailed or eliminated when projects fall behind schedule. As seen in the section on current approaches there is much evidence to support this as the prevalent position in the neural network software development community.
On the other hand, within a mature software process software development and maintenance activities are well managed. Tasks are carried out according to a planned process. The processes for software development and maintenance are usable and consistent with the way the work actually gets done. These defined processes are updated when necessary, and improvements are developed through controlled pilot tests and/or cost benefit analyses. At a mature level, the quality of the software products and the processes that produced them are monitored. There is an objective quantitative basis for judging product quality and analysing problems with the product and process. Ultimately, this is the position neural network software development needs to reach.
In summary, the CMM provides:
Continuous process improvement, based on small evolutionary steps rather than a complete change in current practice.
Systematic addition of new and different components in the software process, resulting in an increase in process capability.
A set of maturity levels comprising of a set of process goals that, when satisfied, stabilise an important com-ponent of the software process. Each maturity level is a well defined evolutionary plateau towards achieving a mature software process.
A framework for organising these evolutionary steps into five maturity levels that establishes successive foundations for continuous process improvement.
Unprecedented systems complicate the picture since new technologies and applications lower the process capability by increasing variability. However, in the case of unprecedented systems, the engineering practices characteristic of more mature organisations help identify and address problems earlier in the development cycle than they would have been detected in less mature organisations. In some cases a mature process means that "failed" projects are identified early in the software life cycle and investment in a lost cause is minimised [13] . This is especially important for neural network software as it assures us that any development process will benefit from the application of the CMM.
A Neural Network Process Model
The CMM in its current form does not address all of the issues that are important for successful neural network development. For example, the CMM does not currently incorporate expertise in particular application domains nor address specific software technologies. Although domain specific issues are critical to a project's success, they are not been integrated into a model as generic as the CMM. As outlined earlier there are a number of specific neural network development problems which are not addressed by the CMM.
As discussed previously, there are a number of problems facing the development of neural networks. Basically, current development processes can be characterised as ad-hoc. Developers vary in adherence to standards (which are often undisclosed), shortcuts are taken in quality control and delivery time varies dramatically. The precursive work on measurement, measures and modelling has received much attention but without integration into a development framework. It remains largely unused and the subject of debate.
We outline some possible solutions to the problems facing neural network software development in the form of a neural network process model (NNPM). The model is ordered according to the themes of each level of the CMM.
First Level
Ad hoc development processes are defined as being at the first level of the CMM.
Second Level
At the second level in the CMM, planning and management of software development is based upon experience with similar development projects. In other words, a plan is established at the beginning of the project and is adhered to throughout. In order to assess the success of a project the customer is consulted and rates the resulting software. This is a standard software engineering approach to better estimate and control the resources and time required to create software. The adoption by neural network developers of basic software engineering planning and management is required to achieve the second level of the NNPM.
Third Level
The third level builds upon level two by adding components that institutionalise effective neural network development practices as well as formalise communication between neural network developers. This level allows for communication of results, reproducibility of experiments, evaluation of automated design techniques and neural network designs which are unbiased. This facilitates more productive development of neural network specific development techniques.
The NNPM must incorporate a formal model to allow for communication of results, unambiguous specification and automated design. A formal model encourages sharing of results and reproducibility of experiments. The model must be suitably expressive to allow for the required neural network to be specified. Some work has already been done by Smith, Fiesler, Dorffner and Golden in this area [5, 18, 19, 4, 9] . Unfortunately, none of these models are usable as the basis for software development. This has prompted our development of an abstract formal model for multi-layer feed forward neural networks [17] .
The NNPM must incorporate automatic neural network design given the formal model. A design algorithm must be verified against benchmark problems to evaluate performance. Applying a design algorithm addresses the lack of design verification and prevents a priori knowledge from influencing design. In other words, design is implementation independent -a general software engineering principle.
Automatic or algorithmic design of neural networks based upon the shared specification model agreed upon by the community. This is to remove the temptation of hand design and introducing additional information. For a truly reproducible process we require no human intervention at the design stage.
Conventional algorithms and approaches are defined by the neural network community for certain classes of problems. Standard measures of performance on these algorithms are known and shared throughout the community.
The preceding stages are required at the third level of process maturity to allow for repeatability of development process, objective evaluation of resulting neural network performance, critical comparison with other solutions and verification of the process model. This level is superior to ad-hoc development because of these additions to process capability. These process additions coincides with the aims of third level process capability as outlined in the CMM.
Fourth Level
At the fourth level in the NNPM, quantitative quality goals are established for neural network software and the processes used to produce this software. The input data set is measured, which is an advantage over conventional software. In order to reproduce past success with neural network software we need to build a record of training data correlated with measures of accuracy. In the same way that experience with similar software projects is used as a guide for estimating new projects, measures of training data and accuracy, as well as conventional measures, will be required to reproduce neural networks of a similar accuracy on similar data sets.
A set of performance measures must be defined to allow for objective assessment and comparison of neural network accuracy. Different measures may be used depending on the problem data. These measures are already the subject of investigation by the research community.
A set of data measures are required to characterise the given training data set. Given the characteristics of certain data sets, additional measures may be required for more accurate characterisation. As with measures upon the accuracy of a given neural network, similar investigations into analysing training data is ongoing.
An historical database of problem data measures and resulting performance measures is tabulated and shared by the community. This allows for correlations between problem data and performance measures to be discovered. Performance measures for some properties, such as degree of incorrect classification, will be, by necessity, probabilistic. Examples of measures are: In other words, a standard set of pre-processing and postprocessing statistics to analyse correlations between problem data and neural network performance measures. For example, for a given benchmark problem collect preprocessing statistics and then proceed with development. At the completion of development collect performance measures. Build a historical record of data analysis statistics and performance measures. Use this historical record to predict the likely performance of neural network software for a given problem. The addition of historical data on problems will enable practitioners to predict the likelihood of successful network development. It is often possible for neural network developers to compare their neural networks with solutions not based on neural networks. Alternative solutions and measures used for comparison will depend on the problem domain. For example, in many financial forecasting problems a network can be compared with linear regression techniques [7, 3] . Prechelt notes that only about one third of articles in neural network literature present any quantitative comparison with a previously known algorithm [14] . Although the use of benchmark problems has improved since this study was performed, there is still no agreement as to which measures and alternative approaches should be used to provide a baseline for comparison.
Neural network software resulting from the NNPM must be compared with an accepted reference model for a given problem. This allows for a critical evaluation of the neural network solution compared to a conventional algorithm. This in turn enhances the known capabilities of the development process.
Another component of level four maturity is the ability to measure, evaluate and improve the development process. Unlike conventional software development, well defined neural network problems are easily available. This allows the evaluation of the development process in isolation from domain specific problems.
Neural network software following the NNPM must be created for standard benchmark problems to allow for process verification. The results of a given development process can be compared with others results on the same problems or with previous development processes. Benchmarking problems are run through the development process to verify improvement. If a better solution is produced as defined by the performance measures it can be concluded that the associated process model is also superior. The benchmark problems are defined before the design phase is entered to prevent a priori information corrupting problem selection.
The addition of standard benchmarks addresses the concerns of Prechelt who notes that only six percent of articles present results for more than one problem using real world data [14] . For example, a predictor for sunspot activity can be made using a particular neural network learning algorithm. If the process is repeatable, then the learning algorithm can be changed and the results objectively compared.
Each of these development phases increases neural network development process capability. As process capability increases so does the likelihood of producing an appropriate neural network.
Fifth Level
Given the current state of neural network development it is premature to define a fifth level of the NNPM.
Discussion
The development of the NNPM raises several questions. For example:
How can the community share results? The standard forum for sharing results is the literature. However, a database or repository of process statistics could be established to allow researchers to use others' results.
What are standard problems against which design algorithms can be evaluated? There already exists sets of benchmark problem data at the MIT machine intelligence repository. The literature can be used to agree which problems are good.
What are the standard algorithms against which to compare proposed algorithms? For most problem areas there exist techniques against which a neural network solution can be compared, for example, for financial forecasting there are many linear extrapolation techniques. What type of model should the formal model be? We have created a formal model which is an extension of the Z specification toolkit. Naturally, the formal model should be implementation independent and suitably expressive to allow for extension in the future. How can the model be extended in the future? By extending a pre-existing framework which is provably expressive enough for our purposes (incorporates set theory and first order logic). The model can be extended in the future through the work of researchers who propose novel neural networks. Because the model is shared proposed extensions can be referred to peer review.
As neural networks become more mainstream, development practice will need to be investigated and refined. The problems facing neural network development suggest progress in the field could be accelerated by a well-defined framework that tailors software engineering activities, including design, testing, and benchmarking, to neural networks. We propose a basic process model as a starting point towards developing such a framework. This model can be extended by practitioners to address problems not explicitly covered here. The benefits the NNPM delivers is to make a major step toward systematically developed and engineered neural network software.
